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A major disadvantage to tomographic imaging of the brain
with the rotating gamma camera is the need for the detector to
clear the patient's shoulders (Table 1). Considerable space is
neededbetweenthecollimatorfaceandthebrain,withaconse
quent decrease of resolution (1). There are at least three ways to
mitigate this problem. The first is to usea rotating camera whose
crystal surface occupies a greater portion of the leading edge of
the camera, thus permitting movement around the head at a re
ducedradius.The secondis to usea cameraable to follow the body
contour (2). Although this might improve resolution along the
anteroposterioraxis,thecollimatormuststillclearthe patient's
shoulders on both sides. The third solution is to use a slant-hole
collimator arranged in such a way that the septa are perpendicular
to the axis of rotation of the camera (3). Thus, sinceonly the far
thest edge of the camera must clear the shoulders, the resolution
in the plane of the orbitomeatal line is improved.

We have evaluated the applicability of slant-hole collimation
for imaging amines labeled with 1-123 (p,2n). Despite 1-124
contamination (2%to 4%),imagesof highquality can beobtained
with a gain in resolution over images obtained with standard
straight-bore collimators.

METHODS

Tracer. All I-I 23* imaging experiments were conducted with
less than 5% 1-124 contamination.

Equipmentand phantoms.A rotating tomographic cameraand
computert wereusedto acquireand processthe tomographicdata
sets.

Two collimators were used: a low-energy, general-purpose
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(LEAP) and a modified slant-hole collimator. Both are slightly
over 4 cm thick and are manufactured by casting (Table 2).

A cylindrical, water-filled phantom (diam 20 cm), containing
centrally and peripherally located line sources,was used to assess
in-plane resolution for both collimators. The â€œlinesâ€•used were
polyethylene tubing with i.d. 0.58 cm. Specific activity was kept
at over 4 mCi/mI.

Planar imageswerestoredin a 128X I28 matrix, with the same
geometry used for patient imaging. For the LEAP, the radius of
rotation was 22 cm. The slant-hole was tilted (Fig. I ), giving
clearancesbetween2 and 22cm and estimatedradii ranging from
10 cm to 14 cm at the orbitomeatal line. Proper alignment of the
slant-hole collimator wasverifled by plotting the trajectory of a
Co-57 point source on the camera crystal as a function of the an
gular position of the camera head. Optimal angulation of the
camera head resulted in a trajectory limited to only one plane of
the y axis (axis corresponding to the long axis of a subject; referred
to as YC in Figure 2). The center of rotation was then calculated
using standard quality control proceduresfor the computer system.

TABLE1. ESTIMATEDRADIIOF ROTATiON
FOR A PATIENTPOPULATIONSEEN IN A

NUCLEARMEDICINEUNIT

10 F 23â€”78yr 19.6Â±0.8cm 18.3â€”21.0cm
10 M 49â€”83yr22.0Â±0.9cm 10.6â€”23.5cm

. Calculated from measured shoulder breadths.
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The performanceof a slant-holecollimatorwas comparedwith that of a stan
dard straight-bore,low-energycollimatorfor tomographicimagingof 1-123-lodin
ated amine brain agents. Improved In-slice resolution was due to the greater prox
lmfty between collimator and the subjects' heads. We conclude that high quality
tomographicImagesof the braincan be obtainedfromrotatingcamerasequipped
with slant-holecollimators.
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TABLE2. COLLIMATORCHARACTERISTICSTypeHole

diameterTypeSeptal thicknessHole lengthNo.
of

holesField
of

viewSlant-hole

LEAP2.5
mm

2.6 mmHex Round0.3
mm

0.3 mm'40.4
mm

40.0 mm18,000 15,000400
mm

400mm.

Minimal thickness.
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Verification of the exactness of this center of rotation value for
different tomographic cuts was made by imaging two parallel
Tc-99m line sourcesin air, oneat the centerof rotation, the other
I0 cm distant, and reconstructing tomographic slices over the
lengthofthecollimator.Thelackofchangeinthexycoordinates
of these tomographic line-source images for the different tomo
graphic slicesverified the proper angulation of the gantry and of
the camera head. Valuesof fullwidthat half maximum(FWHM)
were calculated for the tomographic levelscorresponding to the
transaxial images acquired in patients.

Patient imaging. Imaging began 20 mm after iv. injection of
1-123-labeled HIPDMt (4). Acquisitions were made over 64 an
gular projections (360Â°) at 25 sec to 40 sec per projection. A 64
x 64matrixformatwasappliedoverthe40-cmfieldofview,
yieldingpixelsizesand a slicethicknessof 6.3 mm. Paired studies
weremadeonthesamepatient,beforeandaftercollimatorchange.
The collimator used first was randomly determined. Imaging time
depended on the patient's clinical status (Table 3).

Data processing. Transaxial reconstructions were made by fil
tered back-projectionusinga pure ramp filter.A three-dimensional
Hanning filter was then applied to points in the plane of the re
construction and neighboring points in the two adjacent slices.

Relative target-to-nontarget ratios for the two collimators were
estimated by measuring total counts recorded from the brain di
vided by those outside, on both planar images and reconstructed
tomograms taken at the same level.Regionsof interest of similar
size were used.

Three observers,unaware of which collimator was used, re
viewed the two transaxial data sets for each patient and scored
image quality on a 3-point scale: worse, equal to, or better.

Statisticalanalysis.Allresultsare reportedas meanÂ±standard
deviation.

RESULTS

FIG.1. Typicalarrangementofrotatinggammacameraequipped
with slant-hole collimator. Central holes are perpendicularto axis
of rotation andremain so duringcomplete 3600 cycle. Ideally,radii
of revolution <14 cm shouldbe attainable.

FWHM was calculated at the same radius of rotation observed
during patient imaging. The FWHM for the slant-holecollimator
valueswere I .8 cm and 2.0 cm for radii of I 5 cm and 18 cm, re
spectively, whereas the FWHM values for the general-purpose
collimatorwas2.0cmat an orbitingradiusof 22cm.

Planar FWHM values for the LEAP were I.2 and 1.6cm, and
were 1.3 and 1.5 cm for the slant-hole collimator at distances of
I 5 and 20 cm, respectively.

Patient imaging.Tomographicimagingtimesvariedbetween
25mmand40mm,theshortestbeingfor thepatientwitha recent
cerebrovascularaccident (No. 3, Table 3).

FIG.2. ThetrajectoryofCo-57pointsourceoncrystalfaceofro
tatinggammacamerais plottedas fUnctiOnof angularposftionduring
full rotation of camera. Excursions along presumed long axis of
patient (y axis referred to as YC in figure)are usedto verify proper
angulationof camera head.At idealposition (0Â°),collimator holes
are perpendicular to axis of rotation: point source image remains
within same tomographic plane (YCvalue).As camera headIsan
glad caudad(â€”5Â°and â€”8Â°)or cephalad(+2Â°and+7Â°),excursion
of point source crosses Into other tomographic planes corre
spondingto differentYCvalues.Anglesshownare relatedto resting
angle of 26.6Â°for camera head with respect to horizontal (Fig.
1).
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Phantom studies. After tomographic reconstruction, the
FW H M values at the center of the water-filled phantom were
slightly lessfor the slant-holecollimator than for the LEAP. Each
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TABLE4. OBSERVERS'JUDGMENTSOF
IMAGEQUALITYIN TOMOGRAPHIC

RECONSTRUCTIONSNumber
%Judgment.

1 1 73% Slant better than LEAP

3 20% SlantequaltoLEAP
1 7% SlantnotasgoodasLEAP

15.

Three observers judging five images each.
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On the planar imagesthere wassignificantly more background
with the slant-hole collimator than with the LEAP (47.0% com
pared with 37.2%; Table 3).

After tomographic reconstruction, the slant-hole collimator
providedmorecountspercerebralslice,but backgroundwashigher
(15.5% compared with 10.4%, Table 3). Regarding overall image
quality, the three observers found that the reconstructed slant-hole
images were either better than those obtained with the LEAP
(73%) or at least asgood (20%) (Table 4). Image contrast, par
ticularlybetweengray and whitematter wassignificantlyimproved
with the slant-hole collimator (Fig. 3).

DISCUSSION

The problemsencounteredduring our study werethreefold: the
geometryof the slant-holecollimator adaptedto a rotating gamma
camera; I-I 24contamination; 1-123;and the choiceofa digitizing

0 0 10 0 0
,@. C@) C'1 C') C@)

@3N.
@U)

C) 0 0 0
,, 10 10 10

TRANSAXIAL

p 4

L CORONAL R

General Slant
Purpose Hole

FIG.3. ComparisonofHIPOMpatientimages(slicethickness6.3
mm) obtained with slant-hole and low-energy general-purpose
(LEAP) collimators. Transaxial slices taken at level of basal ganglia
confirm thatslant-holeoffersbetter imagequalfty.Oncoronalslices,
temporal horns are shown better with slant-hole collimator; there
is also better delineation of periventricular white matter.
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interval (matrix size) sufficient to preserve the gain in spatial
frequenciesoffered by the slant-hole collimator.

As with the straight-bore collimator, the rotation of the camera
assemblymust define a seriesof parallel planesperpendicular to
the axis of revolution. With the slant-hole collimator, the camera
headmust beangledin sucha way that thecollimator holesremain
perpendicular to the axis of rotation (long axis of the subject, Fig.
I ) during tomographic acquisitions. This angle was determined
experimentally since, in our case, the specified angle of 30Â°for our
prototype collimator was in error by 3.4Â°.In order to correctly
position the camera head, we usethe samequality control algo
rithms implemented for standard tomographic imaging with
straight-bore collimators. The trajectory made by a Co-57 point
sourceon the camera faceduring a full rotation of the gantry was
plotted asa function of angular projection for both the x and y axis
of the camera. Trajectories in the y direction (long axis of the
subject in Fig. I; YC in Fig. 2) reach a minimum amplitude when
the collimator holesare perpendicularto the axisof rotation of the
gantry. In our case, this angle of 26.6Â° is measured between the
camera faceand the horizontal. The more the cameraheadin Fig.
I is angled either forward or backward, the larger the trajectory
made in the y axis (YC in Fig. 2) and the more degradedthe to
mographic reconstructionsdue to superpositionofdata from ad
jacent slices.

Brain imaging with labeled amines hasbeenperformed using
pure I- I 23 (p,5n) asthe tracer (5-8), especially in Europe. With
I- I 23 produced by the p,2n reaction, contamination of the I- I 23
with 1-124 can be a problem, requiring thicker collimators to
control the higher-energy photons (10). In this study we have
compared collimators with similar septal thickness (Table 2). Some
of the increasedcounts observedwith the slant-hole collimator
(Table 3) must be due to penetrating radiations from the torso
(Fig. I). The detector's axis points toward lungs and liver, two of
the primary sites where these compounds are taken up (4).

Although the planar resolutionof the slant-hole is significantly
improvedat the collimator-to-target distancesseenduring patient
imaging (FWIIM = I .3 cm compared with I .6 cm for the slant
hole at I 5 cm and the LEAP at 20 cm), the measurementsmade
on the reconstructed slices( I .8 cm comparedwith 2.0 cm for the
slant-hole at I5 cm radius of rotation and the LEAP 22 at cm)
underestimate this difference. The most plausible explanation for
this effect is undersampling of the camera's field of view. The
importance of a matrix sufficiently fine to preservethe spatial
frequenciescontainedin planar imagesis well known (II). Similar
observations recently made regarding tomographic imaging in
dicate that the gain in resolution achieved with the slant-hole
collimator can be fully appreciated only with a finer ( I28 X 128
matrix) digitizing interval (1,12).

Despite these limitations, we have shown that the images ob
tamed with the slant-hole collimator are at least equivalent to or
better than those of the LEAP (straight-bore) collimator in 93%
ofcases(Table 4). We thereforeconcludethat brain imaging using
HIPDM labeled with 1-123 (p,2n) is feasible using the slant-hole
collimator and a rotating gamma camera.

FOOTNOTES

* Medi-Physics, Inc., Emcryvillc, California.

t General Electric 4001, General Electric Company, Medical

Imaging Systems, Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
t N,N,N'-trimethyl-N'-[2-hydroxyl-3-methyl-5-(I-I23)iodo

benzyl]-I ,3-propanediamine.
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